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OBSERVATIONS ON IG XII 2, 10 AND 11 
 
 
 
 1. Text (IG XII 2, 10 and Suppl.) 
 IG XII 2, 10 Suppl. is still accepted as the definitive text, based on H.Lattermann's 
article in Rev.épig. 2 (1914) 1-16, an article that offered a complete restoration of the 
fragments of IG XII 2,10 published earlier by Wm.Paton.1 Reexamination of this decree's 
three fragments now provides the happy occasion for additional observations about the 
stele and its content. 
 Frag. a is inventoried no.3215 at the Archaeological Museum in Mitilini, frag.b  
no. 170, and frag.c no. 170c.2 Height of frag. a is 0.145 m, maximum width 0.315 m, 
maximum thickness 0.26 m; for frag.b maximum height is 0.355 m; width 0.19 m, 
thickness 0.245 m; for frag.c present height is 0.13 m, width 0.125 m, but the thickness 
cannot be measured securely owing to the broken angle of its rear surface. Frag.a is intact 
at top and right side; frag.b at left side and base; frag. c only at base. The upper portion of 
frag.c was broken away by Paton's time; its complete text was seen only by Conze.3  
Height of letters 0.010 m, but theta, omicron, and omega usually 0.006 to 0.008 m; 
interlineal space ca. 0.005 m with interaxial space ca. 0.010-11 m, the result being that 
each letter normally fits within a carefully engraved stoichedon-square of ca. 0.011 x 0.011 
m (only st.13 in l.24 has two letters within a single stoichos) demarcated by double 
horizontal guidelines and by single vertical guidelines. In his commentary to IG XII 2,10 
Paton suggested tentatively a stoichedon text of 32 letters, Lattermann later a text with 43-
44 (the iota in the margin at the end of l.8 occupies a full st.). Faced with an inscription so 
difficult to restore with full confidence, the reader is advised not to regard the remarks 
below as prescriptive. (See Pl. IVa,b,c) 

 Line 1: The stone seems to give (beginning at st.30 of Lattermann's text) O`R̀SO`ǸVI`. 
The reading of the sigma is certain (and new), while Paton's omega is confirmed. 

 

                                                
1 In his Griechische Bauinschriften (Strasbourg, 1908), Lattermann added a few notations at p.119 (at  

the end of his Chapter V on IG XII 2,11). Also, with regard to the texts of the three inscriptions discussed in 
this paper, I wish to thank Dr.J.J.Coulton for sending me photocopies of these texts in an unpublished 
manuscript in the Biegen Library of the American School of Classical Studies at Athens, L.B.Holland, 
F.W.Householder and R.L.Scranton, Sylloge of Greek Building Inscriptions ; in that work IG XII 2, 10 is no. 
193; XII 2,11 no. 194; and XII 2,14 no. 195. My appreciation also to Nancy A.Winter, Librarian at the 
ASCS, for sending me photocopies of other epigraphic texts presented in that work (which hereafter = 
Syll.GBI ). 

2 Cf. S. Charitonidis, Afl §pigrafa¤ t∞! L°!bou. SumplÆrvma (Athens, 1968) 3. 
3 Full bibliographic entries can be found conveniently in R.Hodot, "Notes critiques sur le corpus 

épigraphique de Lesbos," Etudes d'Archéologie classique 5 (1976) 18-19 (hereafter = "Notes critiques"). 
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 Line 2: St.32, which both Conze and Paton read as a lambda but Aristeides and Keil as a 
delta, has only the two bars of a deceptive lambda: the stonemason allowed the horizontal 
guideline to serve as as the bottom bar of the required delta. St. 34 is a tau, not Conze's 
theta. 

 Line 7: The first visible st. of this fragment a reveals the top bar of what can only be a 
sigma (so Paton); Lattermann's restoration [ke¤m]ena is thus not possible and the  
difference is significant for our understanding of the decree's text (see below). Paton had 
proposed [prÚ]!̀ ßna Ùryo!tãthn. Cf. IG II2 1668 (= SIG 3 969), l.81: yrãnou!  

§piyÆ!ei dianeke›!, ßna •kat°rvyen; II2 1671 l.16: §f’ ßna !to›xon; II2 1675 (= SIG  
3 971), l.6: ka‹ ßna pÒlon ; and VII 3073 (Lebadeia), l.152: ßna (sc. lithon ). Here [- - 
tiyei]!̀ ßna ktl. is a possibility, but see discussion below. 
 Lines 14-19: The term hedra ("seat" or "bedding" or "soffit") appears several times in 
this inscription and also in XII 2,11. Here is seems to refer to the touching of the lower  
part of the architrave and the upper part of the capital: "[placing . . . the epistylia] of the 
walls from the bedding [of the worked plinth-course]." In l.16, therefore, ta hypokeimena 
apparently means, not "foundations", but everything below the hedrai , i.e., the columns 
with their capitals. 

 Line 22: The stone clearly shows SAEI (so Conze and Paton). Lattermann changed 
Paton's text, ka[ta]j°!a! ée‹, to ka[ta]j°!a! <l>e›[a Ùryå ktl.]. The use of aei in the 
substantive portion of a building contract seems peculiar (the example at l.27-28 of II2 
1675 is not relevant), but cf. Joseph. AJ 15.398 (épolambãnvn afie‹ ti t∞! ¶!v x≈ra!  

ktl.). 

 Line 27: Hiller (IG XII 2, 10 Suppl.) read a nu on his squeeze for st.15, although 
recognizing in his app.crit. the kappa that is clearly on the stone. The following letter 
cannot be an eta because, to judge from the position of the nu immediately above in l.26, 
the partially preserved hasta in st.16 of l.27 is in the center of its stoichos. Exit the 
Lattermann-Hiller restoration kayhm<°>n`[hn]. Paton's restoration appears the more 
reasonable, kay ≤m<¤>k[uklon]. Cf. SEG 22 (1967) 440 (a fragment associated with the 
Lebadeia stele IG VII 3073), l.69: katå tÚ ≤mikÊklion. 
 Line 29: O`USASEIS̀ 
 

 Observations: 

 (a) The unusual epigraphic arrangement of double horizontal guidelines intersected by 
single vertical guidelines is seen on only a few other inscriptions from Mytilene: IG XII 
2,6 (the decree about exiles, invariably associated with Alexander the Great), XII 2,8 (now 
lost but described by Cichorius and Paton as having the interesting checker-unit), and the 
Mytilenean Decree on Concord discovered in 1973-74 (which unquestionably bears a close 
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textual relationship to the content of XII 2,6).4 The exiles decree from Mytilene and the 
new Decree on Concord very likely belong to the 330s, to which general date XII 2,10 
must also be assigned; even if it seems that XII 2,10 was engraved by a hand separate from 
XII 2,6 and the Decree on Concord, all these stelae share epigraphic characteristics so 
strikingly similar that they must be placed as a group in the same general period, ca. 330s. 
If we had more examples of public decrees from Mytilene for the fourth century, we might 
be able to establish termini more precise, as with Attic decrees, but as a conservative 
estimate we may date XII 2,10 ca. 340-320 B.C. 
 (b) The text of our inscription seems to contain specifications for the building of the 
side walls of the naos of an unnamed temple (sēkos in l.21). Lattermann's restoration for 
the opening lines suggests that the height of the wall was to be governed in detail by the 
columns and antae of the pronaos: 

 
            - - - - - -      v  - - - - 
  . . . . . . . . . 28 . . . . . . . . . . .             §p‹ d¢ t∞! pl¤nyo[u] 

  [ge›!on ? §piyÆ!ei, poÆ!ei d¢ toÁ! t]o¤xou! pãnta! Ïco! 

  [Ùktvka¤deka pod«n, tÚ Ïco! ‡!ou! t]oÁ! to‹xou! to›! !- 

 5 [taymo›! to›! yura¤oi! ka‹ ta›! ka]tå toÁ! makroÁ! to¤- 

  [xou! para!tã!in: nÒmou! d¢ yÆ!ei] efi! toÁ! makroÁ! to- 

  [¤xou]! d≈[deka. ka‹ yÆ!ei §p‹ tå ke¤m]ena Ùryo!tãthn !t- 

  atoË nÒm[ou, Ïco! tri«n pod«n, pãxo! po]d«n tri«n ka‹ ≤m¤- 

  !eo! daktÊl[ou. §p‹ d¢ toË Ùryo!tãtou yÆ!e]i pl¤nyon é- 

 10 nå m°!on t«n !t[at«n, pãxo! tri«n pod«n énabalÒmen]o! 

  d¢ tå! pl¤nyou! ka[‹ §perga!ameno! le›a, Ùryå katå nÒ]- 

  mon, époj°!ei t«n l¤[yvn pãntvn tå m¢n m°tvpa jo˝di le]- 

 
 
 Lattermann's approach to the problems of the text would thus certainly be a reasonable 
procedure, since aesthetically the proportions of the columns would determine the height 
of a wall. The only difficulty for the first clause of the decree is his restoration of geison in 
line 3: a wall the same height as the antae of the pronaos will not have had immediately 
above it a geison (which would never actuallly touch the wall of a naos), but rather an 
epistyle, as indeed Lattermann's own restoration at l.18-19 shows, [tå d¢ §pi!tÊli]a t«n 

to¤xvn. Preferable for the beginning of l.3 would be epistylion thēsei (which requires two 

                                                
4 Andrew J.Heisserer and René Hodot, "The Mytilenean Decree on Concord", ZPE 63 (1986) 109-128 

esp. 115 (and n.9 about the different hands) with Taf.II-III. 
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letters in a single st.) or a text for l. 2-3 such as [tiye‹! - - - - ] §p‹ d¢ t∞!                         

pl¤nyo[u]| [tå §pi!tÊlia: ka‹ poÆ!ei d¢ toÁ! t]o¤xou! ktl. 
 The unrestored mention of orthostatēn in l.7 followed by plinthon in l.9 and plinthous in 
l. 11 indicate that the specifications concerned first the base, next the blocks of the wall, 
i.e., from the bottom upwards. Doubtless this circumstance guided Lattermann in restoring 
a text that presupposes the foundations have already been built, his [§p‹ tå ke¤m]ena of l.7. 
But with sigma before (h)ena, some revision is necessary, e.g., d≈[deka: ka‹ §p‹  

t∞! krhp¤do]!̀ or a text with asyndeton, d≈[deka: §p‹ t∞! eÈyunthr¤a]!̀. These  
restorations are prompted, partially, by IG I3 474 (= I2 372), in which we find references to 
certain sections of the Erechtheum where the surfaces of masonry received a special 
treatment, the south wall (l.56), the orthostates (l.60) and the krepis (l.67).5 
 In this inscription nomos means "a course of masonry" (LSJ , s.v., a hapax with this 
meaning only in XII 2,10 and 11). If statos nomos in l.7-8 refers to such a course of  
upright slabs (Lattermann, "Orthostatschicht"), accordingly hena orthostatēn statou nomou 
as a collective singular carries the notion of "one orthostate-row of an upright course." So 
far so good, but of much greater interest is what follows next, because l.9-10 of 
Lattermann's restoration direct the contractor to place "upon the orthostate-row a plinth-
course in the middle of the upright courses."6 Two considerations follow: 
 (1) First, and what is merely a quibble, since in l.6-7 the text indicates that the 
contractor shall place 12 courses of masonry into (eis ) the long walls (i.e., the walls will 
be composed of 12 such courses), perhaps at l.9 it is preferable to read [§i! d¢ tÚn  

Ùryo!tãthn yÆ!e]i or, in order to avoid repetition of the verb and also in light of the 
observation below, something like daktÊl[ou, §n d’§kã!tvi t«i Ùryo!tãth]i. The  
rough sense of l.7-10 would then be, "he shall place on the foundation on orthostate-
structure of upright courses (with such-and-such dimensions), and within each of these 
orthostate-rows (will be) plinth-blocks rising among (ana meson) the upright courses." 
 (2) Of much greater significance is the possibility that l.9-10 describe a type of 
construction found at Ta Messa, the Ionic temple common to all Lesbos in the middle of 
the island; about this type Plommer had this to say:7 

                                                
5 See L.D.Caskey in The Erechtheum, ed.by James M.Paton (Cambridge, 1927) 309; also still valuable is 

the commentary in E.S.Roberts and E.A.Gardner, An Introduction to Greek Epigraphy.. Part II, The 
Inscriptions of Attica (Cambridge, 1905) 318-26. 

6 In his reconstruction Lattermann (op.cit.,p. 14) assumed that plinthon in l.9 meant a part of the cella-
wall above the orthostate. Kondis (see below p.Z), without comment, proposed pl¤yon énam°!on t«n 
!t[Êlvn], which conceives of plinthon rather as the base blocks on which pillars of the stylobate rested. But 
Lattermann rightly cited (p.7) the parallel with l.19-20 of IG II2 1668 (=SIG 3 969), ka‹ §p‹ eÈyunthr¤a!  
§piyÆ!ei Ùryo!tãta! per‹ m°!hi t∞i eÈyunthr¤ai. 

7 H.Plommer, "The Temple of Messa on Lesbos", in Coins, Culture and History in the Ancient World, 
ed.by L.Casson (Detroit, 1981) 177-86 (fig.5 on p.182). 
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The cella walls, too, display an elaborate and unique technique, established by 
Koldewey (pl.22) from the evidence of an anta-block. Each course of flat 
"throughs" appears to be surmounted by two courses of upright stretchers 
("orthostates"). But the wall has a thickness of three, not two orthostates. So,  
to break joint with the stretchers, a hidden core consists of a course of 
orthostates between two courses of "half-orthostates." 

 
Taf.22 of Koldewey (=Plommer's fig.5) shows the following scheme: 

 
 

 
 

Fig.1 
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 Plommer, concerned with architectural detail, understandably never cites XII 2,10 or 11 
and was (presumably) unaware that his words "courses of upright stretchers  
('orthostates')" repeat almost verbatim the stone's orthostatēn statou nomou, and his " a 
course of orthostates between the two courses" the decree's plinthon ana meson tōn statōn. 
The question arises, therefore, is XII 2,10 the decree that directed the construction of Ta 
Messa? Straightaway we can say that the measurements restored by Lattermann, who never 
cited Koldewey in his discussion of XII 2,10 and who wrongly associated Ta Messa with 
XII 2,11 (see below), do not correspond in any way to the precise dimensions worked out 
by Koldewey carefully for the architectura arcana of Ta Messa. For example, Koldewey 
estimated the height of the columns to be ca.9,38 m (= about 30 English feet);8 if indeed 
XII 2,10 is to be associated with Ta Messa, then Lattermann's oktōkaideka in l.4 must be 
replaced with another figure, for the columns should be about the same height as the cella-
wall. (That the precise length of an Aeolic foot is unknown does not affect this point.) 

 Moreover, in delineating the remarkable features of Ta Messa, at once suggestive of a 
Hellenistic date on the one hand and the Classical epoch on the other, Plommer opted for 
ca. 400 as a reasonable date for the construction of the temple - - - a bit higher than 
Koldewey's first half of the 4th century. Plommer's own date might be altered downward, 
however, for he himself observed that "Messa and the Smintheum share with 
Hermogenean temples the combination of frieze and dentils not found on buildings before 
the Philippeum and the Monument of Lysicrates, both of the 330s."9 Above it has been 
demonstrated that the epigraphic characteristics of XII 2,10 date it to the 330s, the very 
time which coincides well with Plommer's lower terminus for the construction of Ta Messa 
--- and the conincidence is incredible, utterly unexpected by anyone. Nevertheless, the 
matter is too uncertain for a positive identification of XII 2,10 with the remains of Ta 
Messa; the evidence both architectural and epigraphic is still desperately small.10 Suffice it 
to say that this inscription, even in its partial state, describes a method of Lesbian 
architectural construction, one example of which apparently survived at Ta Messa into 
Koldewey's time but which was surely also used for other buildings on Lesbos, perhaps 
even for the Asclepieum of XII 2,11. 
 

                                                
8 R.Koldewey, Die antiken Baureste der Insel Lesbos (Berlin, 1890) 54: "Man hätte dann das 

Jntercolumnium als das eines systylos zu behandeln und könnte die Höhe der Säulen zu 9 1/2 mal jener 
crassitudo , nämlich zu 9,38 annehmen, wie es zur Ermöglichung der Reconstruction geschehen ist (Tafel 
20,1)." 

9Op.cit. 179. Cf. also his remark on p.184: "Having seen nothing of the frieze or the dentils, I can add 
little to the remark I made above that they are not known to have been used together on a dated building 
before the 330s." 

10 For the general study of Aeolic buildings, in addition to the citations given above see also Philipp 
P.Betancourt, The Aeolic Style in Architecture (Princeton, 1977), relevant for Lesbos but not for Ionic Ta 
Messa; and Robert L.Scranton, Greek Walls (Cambridge, 1941), Chapter II, "Lesbian Masonry." 
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Regardless of the judgment the reader may make about the above, the extant portion of  
the stone's decree combined with the general thrust of Lattermann's text permits one to 
create the following diagram for the temple of IG XII 2,10: 
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Fig.2: Diagram of temple of IG XII 2,10 Suppl. 
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 (c) IG Xll,2 10 is inscribed in koine, as is also XII 2,11. The latter is engraved non-
stoichedon (and dates, as we shall see, very close to the former decree), a fact that should 
disturb no one: for the existence of the two engraving styles (st. and non-st.) in the very 
same decree, cf. IG XII 2, Suppl.2 dated to the end of the 4th century.11 However, a  
koine text in a careful stoichedon arrangement from Aeolic Mytilene dated to the 330s is of 
considerable interest, inasmuch as it is usually thought that the koine in general penetrated 
Lesbos much later. It arrived at Eresos (cf. IG XII 2, 526) much earlier that at Mytilene, 
which clung to its dialect for a very long time;12 for example, the Mytilenean decree that 
praises the Aetolian League for bestowing rights of asylia (XII 2,15 dated ca. 214/3) is cut 
in Aeolic (as well as preserving the Aetolian equivalent). Perhaps the reason for the use of 
the koine is that the Mytileneans thought it judicious, when recording the terms of contract 
between the city and its architect on the one hand and the contractor(s) on the other,13 to 
inscribe these terms in the language becoming common to all Greece. The suggestion is 
that the contractors and their chief masons may have formed quasi-official traveling 
associations, like the later guilds of Dionysiac artists, and these two inscriptions would be 
early specimens of that social process.14 Nor is this observation changed if we associate 
XII 2,10 with Ta Messa: the fact that Ta Messa was common to all the towns of Lesbos 
does not create a presumption that instructions for its construction will necessarily have 
been inscribed in Aeolic: koine XII 2,11 concerns only one temple in Mytilene, the 
Asclepieum. In fact, both of these temples eventually obtained fame beyond the relatively 
small confines of the island of Lesbos. These two documents, so fascinating for the social 
history of the Aeolic dialect, in their very language presage the cosmopolitan culture soon 
to predominate over the Hellenistic world. 
 

                                                
11 For this inscription see Hodot's important reconstruction and commentary in "Notes critiques" 48-52. 
12 Cf.Hodot, "Notes critiques" 22 (commentary on XII 2,6) and 59 (on XII 2,Suppl.121). For the 

retention of Aeolic elements in documents as late as the early Roman Empire, see also Hodot, "Le Décret de 
Kymè en l'honneur de Labéon," ZPE 19 (1975) 121-33, and the same author's "Décret de Kymè en l'honneur 
du Prytane Kléanx," The J.Getty Museum Journal 10 (1982) 165-80. Remarkable yet is another text, XII 2,3, 
the earliest public decree from Lesbos in koine , which records special concessions given by Leucon and his 
sons to the Mytileneans in the 360s or early 350s: Andrew J.Heisserer, ZPE 55 (1984) 115-32. These 
examples of koine "intrusion" into Mytilenean documents (XII 2,3 and 10 and 11) actually denote deliberate 
decisions made with an eye on the wider world of commerce and culture; "intrusion" is thus a false term for 
the 4th century at least for Mytilene. 

13 The text of XII 2,10 presupposes that the archtect is already at work, so it appears to contain the terms 
of contract agreed upon or to be agreed upon. 

14 It has been observed that " ... there are obvious similarities in the form of building contracts from all 
over the Greek world during two and a half centuries", Alison Burford, The Greek Temple Builders at 
Epidauros (Toronto, 1969) 89. Ph.H.Davis said much the same, although denying any trace in Attic 
inscriptions of the existence of anything resembling a code of contract law: Some Eleusinian Building 
Inscriptions of the Fourth Century before Christ (Princeton, 1931) 10-11. This is not the place for  
discussion of so complex a topic, but it may be noted that of the numerous arcitectural inscriptions examined 
by Burford, virtually all those dated to the 4th century are in theirt respective dialects, not the koine. 
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 2. Text (IG XII 2,11) 

 For IG XII 2,11 the best text so far is that of I.D.Kondis in Arch.Eph. 100 (1937)  
483-92 with photographs. His edition is of supreme importance, being based on the 
rediscovery of the actual stele that once was seen and imperfectly copied by Cyriacus of 
Ancona ca. 1431 A.D., from whose edition the faulty texts in IG XII 2,11 + Suppl. were 
derived. It was Kondis who showed that there is a second side (perhaps reverse) also 
inscribed, and his text at last made evident the fact that the stele's decree concerned, not Ta 
Messa in the middle of Lesbos, but the Asclepieum in Mytilene. 
 The stone is a fragment, presumably of gray marble,15 with top intact only. For Side A 
the maximum height is 0.43 m, while the height of the inscribed surface is 0.34 m; 
maximum width 0.32 m, thickness 0.21 m; height of letters ca. 0.009 m. As Kondis  
rightly observed (p.484 n.2), above l.1 of Side A there is a vacant margin of ca. 0.03 m 
where one cannot discern any trace of lettering. Cyriacus on his own must have supplied 
ÉAgay∞i tÊxi for the heading, because the upper portion of Side A does not give this  
today and his own text compared with Kondis' proves that he could not have seen the 
prescript; likely he saw the stele built into a wall, only a portion of the stone being visible 
to him.16 

 The bizarre text of Cyriacus presents so many pecularities that one is compelled to 
proceed by recognizing that "... les copies de Cyriaque peuvent demander quelque 
correction."17 The only method is to take the lines of Cyriacus' text as published by 
Kaibel18 and re-arrange them in accordance with what appears on Side A of the stele, 
filling in lacunae and making adjustments in as reasonable a manner as possible even when 
this method takes liberty with Cyriacus' edition. So Kondis attempted and the text below 
follows his closely, deviations occurring in the reading of a few additional letters and 
restorations. Underscoring indicates those letters visible on the stone today; letters omitted 
by Cyriacus = ( ); letters to be expunged from the text of Cyriacus = < >, partially correct 
letters in his text = [  `]. Line-length should be ca. 71-75 letters non-stoichedon. There are 
                                                

15 Avowedly I could not determine whether marble or limestone ( In tabula marmorea said Cyriacus), 
both of which at Mytilene are usually of dark gray color and somewhat difficult to distinguish; likely marble, 
to judge from the weight, and itis absolutely certain that XII 2,11 (if marble) came from a quarry different 
from that of XII 2,10. See the relevant comments of Caroline Williams, "Hellenistic and Roman Buildings in 
the Mediaeval Walls of Mytilene," Phoenix 38 (1984) 31-76; and A.Kworakowska, "Notes on the 
Terminology for Stones used in Ancient Greece," Archeologia 28 (1977) 1-15 with Appendix 15-18, 
"Lesbios Lithos, Marmor Lesbium." 

16 On Cyriacus cf. E.W. Bodnar, S.J. and Charles Mitchell, Cyriacus of Ancona's Journeys in the 
Propontis and the Northern Aegean (Philadelphia, 1976); Richard Stoneman, Land of Lost Gods. The Search 
for Classical Greece (Norman and London, 1987) 22-36 (= Chapter 2, "Cyriacus of Ancona and his 
Contemporaries"); still quite valuable is the 11th ed. of the Encyclopaedia Britannica. These works, however, 
provide information not relevant about Cyriacus' edition of various inscriptions from Mytilene. 

17 L.Robert, REA 62 (1960) 297 n.3. 
18 G.Kaibel, "Cyriaci Anconitani Inscriptionum Lesbiacarum Sylloge Inedita," Ephemeris Epigraphica 2 

(1897) 5 (no.XV1). 
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two inscribed lines, illegible, above the first legible line on Side B. Hodot correctly noted 
that the stone is inventoried at the Archaeological Museum in Mitilini as MM 1062, contra 
the 451 of Charitonidis.19 Commentary is given below in section (c) on certain terms and 
phrases that occur in the following text. (See Pl. Va,b) 

 
Side A Non-stoich. ca.71-75 

vacat 

 
  - - - - - - mi!]yv!ãmeno! t«i na«i toË ÉA!`[klhp¤ou - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

  - - - - - - prÒdo]m[o]n ka‹ tÚn Ùpi!yÒdomon E - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

  - - - - - - ANGI`HLVI ka‹ toÁ! !tatoÁ! n`[Òmou! - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

  - - - - - - p]r`Òdomon ka‹ tÚn Ùpi!yÒdomon T - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

5  - - - - - - o`! [t]re›! ka‹ tetãrthn tØn §p‹ t«n` - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

  - - - - - - T.N kÊklvi ka‹ ßkton tÚn !tulo[bãthn - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

  - - - - - - ßk`a!ton yem°lion ka‹ téntiy[Æmata - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

  - - - - - énakay]àre› tÚn tÒpon kÊklvi [Í]pÚ tÚ y`[em¢lion - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

  - - - - - - od]o`mon pÆxei! dekatre›! tÚ d¢ I - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

10  - - - - - - - - Ä énakayare› parãp̀an tÚ M` [- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ka‹  

                   pro!yemeli≈!etai] 

  tÚ makrÚn pleËron tÚ prÚ! bor°an pÆxei! dÊo, énakaya¤rvn tÚ  

            pro!(y)emelioÊmenon, tÚ m¢n katå<r> 

  tÚm prÒdomon ka‹ tÚn Ùpi!yÒdomon §p‹ tÚ aÈtÚ ¶dafo! t[«̀](i) nË[ǹ]  

              k[è]im°nvi yemel¤vi, tå d¢ loi- 

  på énakayarè› prÚ! tØn Ñ §f°dran t∞! [eÈyunthr¤a! ?] t∞! nËn keim°nh!:  

                     §ån d° ti malakÚ(n)  

                     Íp∞i  

  toË tÒpou toË pro!yemelioum°nou, énakayare› [- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -] t«i  

                          p≈[r̀v̀]i,  

15  par°xvn [a`]ÈtÚ! aÈt«i tÚn p«ron: po`ìÆ!a! d¢ lÆcet[àì t`]oË pÆxev!, 

                   eÈyumetr¤ai, Ùkt∆ Ùbo- 

  loÊ!, §rgazÒmeno! kayãper §p‹ t«n y`emel¤vn g°gra(p)tai, tiye‹! toÁ!  

                  §lax¤!tou! m∞ko! t[r`](i)h- 

  miphxia¤ou! plãto! phxia¤ou! pãxo`! tetra[p̀]alã!tou!, tiye‹! kat’ §pitomå!  

                        prÚ! tØn kata- 

  forån toË tÒpou, tiye‹! §nallåj to›! Ípokãtv nÒmon parå nÒmon.  

                 KatatridomÆ!a! d¢ §p‹  

                                                
19 Hodot, "Notes critiques" 23 with n.14. 
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  tÚ aÈtÚ<auto> ¶dafo! t[«̀](i) nËn keim°nv̀i yemel¤vi, jÊ!a! ÙryÚn prÚ!  

                  diabÆthn prÚ! toË keim°nou  

20  yemel¤o[ù] tØn ßdran, §rga!ãmeno! toË keim°nou yemel¤ou tå! ßdra! Ùryå!  

                     prÚ(!) kanÒna é[p̀Ú] 

  !fÊra[!̀] ka‹ toÁ! èrm̀oÁ! ÙryoÁ! p[antax∞i] ka‹ eÈgvn¤ou!, !tereoÁ! ÍpÚ  

                     jo˝do!, diacamm[≈̀]- 

  !a!, yemel¤v<o>!etai poi«n tÚ m∞ko! to[Ë̀ m̀àk̀]roË pleÊrou(toË)  

             p[t̀]e<u>roË pÆxei! •bdomÆkonta dÊo  

  ka‹ daktÊlou! •pt̀ã, poi«n tÚ p`ro!yem°lion toË !tulobãtou(toË)  

               !hkoË<to> ‡!on [t«i nËn keim°]- 

  [nvi yemel¤vi - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -] 

 

Side B 

 

  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

  - - - - - - - - !̀tul¤ou afl DEK - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

  - - - - - - - v̀ma fi!opãxo`!̀ to›! - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

  5  - - - - - - - - pro!bã!ei! ka‹ t«n` - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

  [kayãper] proe¤rhtai ßdra! I - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

  - - - - - - - - t`oÁ! d¢ èrmoÁ! pãnta! - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

  - - - - - - - -I §̀<j>§̀la¤ou ka‹ molubd¤o[u - - - - - - - - - - - -] 

  [- - - - - - - - !t]Êlou!, toÁ! d’§k t∞! §ntÚ! - - - - - - - - - - 

10  [- - - - - - - -t]«n èrm«n ÍpÚ jo˝[d]o! ka‹ d`v!ei - - - - - - 

  [- - - - - - - !tÊ]l̀vn ka‹ toË !tulobãtou toÁ! ka - - - - - 

  [- - - - - - - - t]Ø̀n ÍpÒfa!in …! afl ßdrai poi«n O - - - - - - 

  - - - - - - - - - - S tÚn !tatÚn tiyem°nou! katå TO` - - - - - - 

  [- - - - - - - - pa]rateme› d¢ ka‹ toË !tatoË to - - - - - - - - 

15  [- - - - - - kayãpe]r̀ g°graptai prÚ! tÚ pãxo! toË - - - - - - 

  [- - - - - - kayãpe]r̀ proe¤rhtai: parateme› d¢ k[a‹ - - - - -] 

  - - - - - - - - - S, poi«n tÚ bãyo! t∞! par[a!tãdo! - - - - - -] 

  - - - - - - - - - - r`a §p‹ t∞i §pibã!e[i - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -] 

  - - - - - - - - - - m°tvpon t∞! krhp[›do! - - - - - - - - - - - - - -] 

20  [- - - - prÚ! tå! nËn k[eim°na! krhp›dà[! - - - - - - - - - - - -] 

  [- - - - - - - - - - - §p]‹ ta›! krhp›!i AI` - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

  - - - - - - - - - - - L ..ÈI oÈy°na T` - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ITRVSAS - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - A`XEI - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
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 Translation of the substantive part of Side A: 

                     [- - - - - - - and he (the contractor) shall extend the foundation] at the long side 
towards the north by 2 cubits, clearing the ground for the additional foundation 
(prosthemelion ), the part beside the prodomos and the opisthodomos down to the same 
ground-level (edaphos ) as that for the currently existing foundation, the rest he shall clear 
towards the ephedra of the currently existing [euthyntēria? krēpis?]; but if any soft ground 
lies under the area of the additional foundation, he shall clear [it out and fill up to the proper 
level?] with poros-stone, himself supplying the poros-stone on his own account; and having 
done this, he shall receive 8 obols for each cubit laid, linear measure, doing the work just as 
it is prescribed with respect to the foundations: making the smallest (blocks to be used) 11/2 
cubits in length, 1 cubit in width, and 4 spans in height, placing them in cuttings (in the 
hardpan) according to the downward slope (kataphora ) of the terrain, placing them in 
alternation course by course to the ones below. Then, having laid 3 layers of stone (?) to the 
same ground-level (edaphos ) as that for the currently existing foundation, (and) having 
scraped them (to be) true to the mason's level (diabētēs) towards the bedding (hedra) of the 
existing foundation (and) having worked the beddings (hedrai) of the existing foundation (to 
be) true to the rule (kanon) by means of a hammer and the joints (to be) true and squared [at 
all places?], (and) having sand-polished them (to be) firm by means of a chisel, he shall then 
lay the (additional) foundation, making the length of the long side of the pteron 72 cubits and 
7 fingers, (and) making the additional foundation of the stylobate of the cella (to be) equal 
[with the currently existing foundation - - - - - - -]. 

 
 Observations: 

 (a) IG XII 2,11 is a building contract, although neither the contractor's name nor the 
contract-price is preserved; 15-16 of Side A give the rate only for the work necessary for the 
ground beneath the additional foundation. The references on Side A to a stylobate (l.6), to 
an extension of the foundation (l.11,12,14,19,20), and to the long side of the pteron (l.22) 
suggest strongly thast the contract is for the addition of a portico around an already existing 
naos. Mention of the prodomos and opisthodomos in l.2, 4, and 12 would not indicate part 
of the work, but where it is to be done. 

 We may imagine an original simple structure with cella and opisthodomos, to which 
was added by this decree a peristyle all around, the result being a peripteral temple. My 
reconstruction differs from that of Lattermann, who conceived of the prosthemelion as a 
Verstärkungsfundament for the stylobate of the cella, which had presumably become 
distorted through a cracking or sinking of its base.20 Lines 11-13 and 19-23 of the decree, 

                                                
20 Gr.Bauinsch. 92-119 (Chapter V) with Taf. IV, Figs. II-IV. O Viedebantt followed Lattermann's 

rconstruction, Hermes 50 (1915) 34-46. 
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however, do not seem to concern a prosthemelion that is separate from and a support for 
part of the existing foundation, but rather a major addition all around which was to be 
intricately connected with the cella and pteron foundations already existing. The expression 
in l.16 to "doing the work as it is written for the (other) foundations" is probably a reference 
to the foundation-blocks of the entire sub-structure of the temple. The "additional 
foundation" is not likely to be an abutment or undergirding for only one side of the temple; 
and the references to "the long side" (l.11 and 22) in the substantive portion of the surviving 
fragment focus our attention only upon that section of the temple, whereas the other 
portions (l.1-10 of Side A and Side B) imply that much work will be done elsewhere. The 
specifications may be depicted schematically as follows: 
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Fig.3 
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 (b) Line 1 identifies the building as one dedicated to Asclepius, a temple in Mytilene well 
known from other references; merely two letters resolved a controversy about the identity 
of the temple of XII 2,11 and the deity worshipped there. Lattermann and others had opted 
for Ta Messa (so the lemma in XII 2,11 Suppl.: Templum Messaeum ) and Aphrodite. 
L.Robert had complained about this identification years before Kondis' text was 
published,21 and had demonstrated later from a fragment of Alcaeus about Zeus Antiaos, 
Dionysos Omēstes, and the 'Aeolian goddess" (= Hera) that this in fact was the triad 
worshipped at Ta Messa.22 
 Lattermann had even asserted that the specifications of XII 2,11 adequately correspond to 
the plans of Ta Messa drawn up by Koldewey.23 (Curiously, he did not consider XII 2,10 
as a candidate.) This is quite remarkable in light of the incomplete state both of the stele and 
the temple. Kondis was perplexed (p.485) because Lattermann himself had adm,itted that 
there was not found at Ta Messa anything that appeared to be a prosthemelion, and a visit 
to the temple site in 1984 by myself confirms this observation. Our inscription, therefore, 
is not about Ta Messa.24 

 Where was the Asclepieum located in ancient Mytilene? A large architrave block, 
carrying an inscription to Sōter Asklāpios (IG XII 2,116), was found in the remains of the 
Turkish fortress which dominates the site of the ancient acropolis. C.Cichorius, thinking 
that the architrave block cannot have been moved far from its original building, argued that 
the temple of Asclepius had been on the Acropolis.25 Koldewey was not convinced by this 
view, since it was apparent that the Turks had ravaged all sections of Mitilini in procuring 
materials for their Kastro. The evidence supports Koldewey. A Mytilenean decree (XII 2,15, 
dating to ca.214/3) contains a clause directing its erection in the temple of Asclepius (l.34), 
and this inscription was found, not on the acropolis, but in the foundations of the Church of 
St.Simeon, i.e. in the modem agora between the two harbors of Mitilini. So too was XII 
2,4, which praises a certain Athanadas for bringing water to the city and (if we accept the 
likely restoration of Paton) to the Asclepieum.26 Similary, Evangelidis found another stone 

                                                
21 REG 38 (1925) 37 n. 1. Robert's resumé of Kondis' article appeared in REG 50-60 (1946-47) 339 (no. 

160). 
22 L.Robert, REA 62 (1960) 292-319 (discussing Lobel.Page, fr. 129), esp.308 n.8 and 314 (for the 

identification with Hera; during the Roman Empire the Aeolian goddess was identified with both the Elder 
and Younger Agrippina). 

23 Op.cit. 96-99, 105. 
24 Of interest is the fact that there is a temple on Lesbos, excavations of which showed that, "Within the 

peristyle were two additional foundations" (Betancourt, op.cit. 83; survey of all the archeological literature 
with diagrams, 82-87). This is the Aeolic structure at Klopedi, a few kilometers north of Ta Messa, whose 
remains are far less complete than those of Ta Messa and dated much earlier (8th-6th centuries). The 
"additional foundations" of Klopedi do not refer to some part added later (as in XII 2,11), but to a further 
larger temple that was a replacement of the earlier. 

25 Att.Mitt. 13 (1888) 56-57. 
26 See Hodot, "Notes Critiques" 20-21. 
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containing a dedication to Asciepius in the vicinity of St.Simeon.27 Despite the fact that 
Charitonidis published the latest fragment mentioning the "pronaos of Sōter Asklāpios" 
(Symplērōma no.6b, l.9), which came from the Kastro,28 we should bear in mind the words 
of Kondis about the provenance of XII 2,11: he never says directly that this stele was 
found on the acropolis, but rather that a certain official, Mandamas, had brought the stone to 
the Museum at Mytilene along with other antiquities, picked up within the Turkish fortress or 
the surrounding area; the stone is reported as found in the ground on the street leading into 
the middle gate of the Kastro, right before a little mosque that had been remodelled into a 
house (p.483). That description indeed does conjure up a picture of Turkish workers 
scouring all parts of Mitilini, pulling blocks from every quarter up to the acropolis and 
using them for military or religious purposes. All in all, it appears that the area near 
St.Simeon corresponds to the ancient agora, and there was situated the Asclepieum.29 
 (c) Commentary on specific terms. 
 Side A: 

 Line 12: edaphos indicates the hard ground surface on which the existing foundations 
rest; the "clearing" for the prosthemelion is to remove the topsoil down to the same level. 
On these and others words given below, one may consult A.K.Orlandos and J.N.Travlos, 
LejikÒn ÉArxa¤vn ÉArxitektonik«n ÜOrvn (Athens, 1986). 
 Line 13: An important and rare word (ephedra ) appears in the stone's prÚ! tØn  

§f°dran t∞!, which was omitted by Cyriacus. Davis, op.cit. 41, discusses its appearance in 
l.47 of IG II2 1671, where it has the sense of the under-surface of a plinth-block and is 
contrasted with hedra , the upper-surface of the block immediately below. That distinction 
is correct, as Roland Martin, Manuel d'Architecture grecque. I, Matériaux et Techniques 
(Paris, 1965) 192, more full observed: "Les plans de pose et d'attente sont les ßdrai ou les 
bã!ei!; ceux-ci sont parfois distingués; tandis que ßdrai désigne plus spécialement le lit 
d'attente, c'est-à-dire le plan supérieur de l'assise, bã!i! ou §f°dra désigne le plan de pose, 
le lit inférieur." Kondis (p.489) thought that here the ephedra was part of the krēpis or the 
euthyntēria; I assume that he meant the lower part of one of these two, i.e., the line of its 
under-surface, resting upon the foundation. 
 

                                                
27 Demetrios Evangelidis, Arch.Delt. 9 (1924-25) 44-45. The stone is now IG XII 2, Suppl.25, and in 

discussing it Evangelidis emphasized that the view of Peiros Papageorgiu, Unedierte Inschriften von Mytilene 
(Leipzig, 1900) 23, should be rejected, namely, that the Asclepieum should be placed near the present Church 
of St. Therapon, which is west of the south harbor. Emily Shields, The Cults of Lesbos (Menasha, Wisc., 
1917) 52, had followed the opinion of Papageorgiu; and F.Bodenstedt, Die Elektronmünzen von Phokaia und 
Mytilene (Tübingen, 1981) 17, with map, the opinion of Evangelidis. 

28 Charitonidis also published another dedication to Asklēpios Sōter (no.33), a stone found at Pamphila 
some kilometers north of Mitilini; and a dedication to Asklēpios Euēkoos (no.32), of unknown provenance. 

29 It might be added that the provenance of none of the fragments of XII 2,10 is known. 
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 Line 14: Cyriacus' text reads énakayare› t«i p≈ioi par°xvn oÈtÚ! aÍt«i tÚn  

p«ron. Justifiably dissatisfied with this, Kondis proposed énakayare› [aÈtÚn ka‹  

pro!!tr≈!ei 4-5] tvi p≈[r̀v̀]i, par°xvn [à]ÈtÚ! ktl., citing l.64-65 of the building 
contract from Lebadeia: §ån d¢ ı tÒpo! énakayairÒmeno! malakÚ! eÍr¤!khtai,  

pro!!tr≈!ei p≈roi! ˜!oi! ín xre¤a ∑i. If Kondis is correct in his restoration, we might 
add kÊklvi for the remaining lacuna of his 4-5 letters, the result being a line of 71 letters. 
Observe that l.11 has 75 letters, l.12 some 72, l.13 occupies 72 with restored euthyntēria, 
l.15 has a peculiar 68 (perhaps rectified by Lattermann's <éna>lÆcetai, and l.16  
possesses 74. Coulton suggests per ep. that the missing words of l.14 will have conveyed 
the need to dig out the soft places and to fill them to the same level as the edaphos of l.12. 

 Line 15: On poros, a loosely used term, see R.E.Wycherley, "Poros: Notes on Greek 
Building Stones," in D.W.Bradeen and M.F.McGregor (eds.), Phoros. Tribute to 
B.D.Meritt (Locust Valley, N.Y., 1974) 179-87. E.A.Sophocles, Greek Lexicon of the 
Roman and Byzantine Periods (Cambridge, 1887) cites Pseudo-Didym.242.18 for 
euthymetria, "the measuring of length, linear measurement." The implication is that the 
contractor will be paid by the linear cubit of work done, not according to the area that 
needs to be made good, nor according to the volume of poros needed. 
 Line 17: Pachos ordinarily translates "thickness" but here it clearly means "height", the 
only measurement left; either pachos or hypsos indicates a vertical dimension. Note also 
that the dimensions of the smallest blocks permitted are specified because, although smaller 
blocks would be cheaper, large blocks were needed for the foundations. For the phrase at the 
end of l.17 and the beginning of 18, cf. IG II2 463, l.66: ka‹ tÚ m°tvpon poiÆ!a! prÚ!  

tØn kataforãn, translated by F.E.Winter in Phoenix 13 (1959) 178-79 as "and (he) shall 
set the outer face in correspondance with the line of the eaves." See also L.D.Caskey in 
AJA 14 (1910) 307 n.1 (citing XII 2,11), who points out the kataphora carries "the idea of 
a downward slope." (For other examples of this phrase, cf. IG II2 1668 l.51 and VII 4255 
(= SIG 3973) l.15-16.) Lattermann, like Caskey, interpreted the kataphora phrase in our 
inscription as indicating additional courses laid in tiers at the bottom (cf. his Taf.IV, Fig.IV). 
 Line 18: Cyriacus showed katatridomÆ!a!, which most editors have rendered as 
katat[ò]i(xo)domÆ!a!. But this section of the inscription concerns the lowest part of the 
foundations, not a wall. kat[òi`k̀o`]domÆ!a! is barely possible. On the other hand, if we 
retain Cyriacus' reading in this instance, we may imagine the reconstruction as depicted in 
fig.4 below, the three layers of stone being connected with the existing themelion. 
 Line 21: Kondis followed the lead of most redactors by revising Cyriacus' impossible 
toÁ! èrmoÁ! prÚ! ka‹ eÈgvn¤ou! to read ka‹ toÁ! èrmoÁ! ÙryoÁ! prÚ! [kanÒna]  

ka‹ eÈgvn¤ou!. Preferable perhaps would be toÁ! èrmoÁ! ÙryoÁ! p[antax∞i] ka‹  

eÈgvn¤ou! in light of l.13-14 of IG II2 1682 (= SIG 3970): §jerga!ãmeno(n) ÙryoÁ!  
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ka‹ eÈgvn¤ou! pantax∞i ka‹ toÁ! èrmoÁ! poiÆ!anta ktl. This restoration allows us to 
avoid repeating pros kanona from l.20. 
 Line 22: Cyriacus recorded PLEUROUPLEUROU, which scholars treated as a 
dittography. Kondis' brilliant treatment of the text, however, has the advantage of making 
the "long side" more specific, i.e. "of the pteron." The length of the pteron (72 cubits and 7 
fingers, or ca. 108 ft.) is almost as long as the stylobate of the temple of Athena Polias at 
Priene (121 ft. and 10 in.), built in the latter half of the fourth cventury. The difficulty is that 
at Priene the width of the colonnade was 12 ft., whereas here we have only 2 cubits (ca. 3 
ft.); even if this measurement is doubled according to my scheme below in fig.4, we still 
have a very narrow colonnade, hence a small plinth-base for each column. At Priene the 
height of the columns is estimated at between ca. 37 to 411/2 ft. At Mytilene it is not likely 
there were columns so high resting on such narrow plinth-bases, and we must envision a 
structure with dimensions considerably less than that at Priene. (For the temple at Priene, see 
D.S.Robertson, A Handbook of Greek and Roman Architecture (Cambridge, 1929) 148-49; 
and Martin Schede, Die Ruinen von Priene (Berlin, 1964) 25-30.)30 

 

                                                
30 The excellent book by René Ginouvès and Roland Martin, Dictionnaire Méthodique de l'Architecture 

grecque et romaine. Vol.I: Matériaux, techniques de construction, techniques et formes du décor (Athènes-
Rome-Paris, 1985), came too late to my notice to be used for this paper. Scholars interested in clear 
definitions of architectural terms will find it to be an indispensable tool. 
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 The following diagram of the temple of XII 2,11 is based on the remarks above: 

 
 Fig. 4 
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 Side B: 

 The following notations offer a few parallel phrases from other architectural epigraphic 
texts; possibly they may have some value for someone with the talent, leisure, and desire to 
do a comprehensive restoration of Side B. 
 Line 3: Kondis proposed, with some hesitation, [meta]!̀tul¤ou. 

 Line 4: Kondis read VMAISOPAXOUSTVIS, but my own squeeze (with initial  
restoration) gives [tÚ !tr]«ma fi!opãxo`!̀ to›!. Cf. l.70 SEG 22 (1967), pãxo! ‡!ou! t∞i  

eÈyunthr¤[ai. 
 Line 7: Kondis omitted the particle de . Read [§rga!ãmeno! . . .], toÁ! d¢ èrmoÁ!  

pãnta! [ÙryoÁ! . . . ]. Cf.l. 115-17 of VII 3073 (Lebadeia), §rgçtai d¢ ka‹ toÁ!  

èrmoÁ! pãnta! toÁ! épiÒnta! t«n kata!trvtÆrvn !umm¤ltou!, ÙryoÁ! ktl. 
 Line 8: The stone seems to give IÈÈLAIOU, although Kondis remarked that the second 
epsilon, omitted at first, was afterwards inserted by the mason between xi and lamda; he 
thus read IEJELAIOU, which I cannot confirm. It is a pity that Kondis' article never found 
its way into SEG , because he comments that this line confirms the validity of A.Choisy's 
restoration in Études épigraphiques sur l'Architecture grecque (Paris, 1884) 198 for l. 167 
of the Lebadeia inscription: toÁ! d¢ èrmoÁ! §j §la¤ou k[a‹ molu]bd¤ou, contra the 
restoration k[a‹ =a]bd¤ou proposed by Cumanudes and retained by others, e.g. 
J.A.Bundgaard, Classica et Mediaevalia 8 (1946) 22. 
 Line 11: Kondis omitted a sigma between the two occurrences of TOY at the end of this 
line; the stone reads !tulobãtou toÁ! ka[ or toË !ka[. 
 Line 15: Cf. l.76 SEG 22 (1967), prÚ! tÚ m∞ko! toË l¤you toË gegramm°[nou. 
 Line 17: Cf. l.137 of the Lebadeia inscription, poi«n Ùryã, érrag∞, !Êmmilta,  

bãyo! mØ ¶lat[ton §nn°a] daktÊlou!. 
 Line 18: For the beginning, [t°tta]ra, or [•kãte]ra, or [yÊret]ra, or [tå m°t]ra ? 

 Line 22: The letter after the initial lambda is perhaps an eta. For outhena cf. L.Threatte, 
The Grammar of Attic Inscriptions. I, Phonology (Berlin), 1980) 472: "The spellings 
oÈye¤! (mhye¤!), oÈy°n, oÈyenÒ!, etc. first appear in state decree of 37817 and the forms 
with y are the only ones in use by the end of the forth century." 
 (d) The date for XII 2,11 can be determined only relatively, i.e. by comparison with 
stylistic criteria from other inscriptions more or less firmly dated. In case of the Mytilenean 
corpus the matter is most difficult for the third century, for not many public decrees have 
survived and those not very precisely dated. In the case of XII 2,11 the terminus ante quem 
non is the 330s (the date proposed above for XII 2,10 and other related documents), and 
the terminus ad quem must be ca. 300 because its letter-forms seem to be later in date than 
the inscriptions just cited, but not very late. Hans Pistorius placed XII 2,11 at the end of the 
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third century,31 much too late as Kondis recognized (p.486) in observing, even in 1937, that 
its letter-forms (especially the branching forms of sigma and mu) show similarity with XII 
2,6 and 10; nevertheless, he preferred to follow Lattermann in accepting ca.250 as the date. 
But if one compares XII 2,11 with the photograph of XII 2 Suppl. 2 in Hodot,32 one sees 
immediately the resemblance: the type of flu, small omicrons and thetas, and the appearance 
of small apices. It is true that Suppl. 2 is dated, not independently, but again with reference 
to the letter-forms of XII 2,6; however, Hodot's judgment on Suppl.2 is sound ("un peu 
avant 300"), and precisely the same may be said with some confidence about XII 2,11. 
 3. IG XII 2, 14 + Suppl. 

 It is appropriate at this point to add a brief word about IG XIII 2,14 + Suppl., the final 
architectural text from Mytilene which concerns the building of a stoa.33 It is different 
from the preceding two documents in that it is written in Aeolic and likely owes its origin 
to the personal initiative of some unknown person who paid for its construction. The stone 
has already been well treated by Hodot,34 whose observations I should like to confirm. For 
example, he correctly rejects the reading of the Suppl. at l.1, ]!t`e[, for which I propose 
from examination of stone and squeeze [marm]ã̀ri[na] vel sim. At the end of l.6 the stone 
gives d≈d`[e]- , the reading of Lattermann.35 Through a comparison of the letter-forms on 
XII 2,11 and XII 2 Suppl. 2 (the upper terminus) with those on XII 2,15 and 18 and XII 2 
Suppl. 122 (the latter fixes the lower terminus, being dated precisely to 209-204),36 I 
would place XII 2,14 ca. 300-275 B.C. (cf.Pl.Vc).37 
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31 Beiträge zur Geschichte von Lesbos im vierten Jahrhundert v.Chr. (Bonn, 1913) 149-50. On Pistorius' 

methods of dating, see Hodot, "Notes critiques" 44-45 n.89; when founded on style of writing alone, his dates 
are scarcely authoritative; cf. L.Robert, BCH 50 (1926) 475 n.1. It is common in discussion of this topic to 
refer to XII 2,15, the only sizeable Mytilenean text of the third century virtually complete and dated to 214/3 
by Klaffenbach (cf. IG IX 12, 189); but 214 is a long way from the 330s, with few other texts intervening. 

32 "Notes critiques" 48-52 with pl.XI a. 
33 Mentioned most recently in C.Williams, op.cit. 36 with n.4, who cites the remark "4th c.B.C.?" about 

this inscription in Syll.GBI. 
34 "Notes critiques" 23. 
35 Rev.épig. 2 (1914) 16; Lattermann's full discussion of XII 2,14 is his Gr.Bauinsch. (Strasbourg, 1908) 

120-30 (Chapter VI) with Taf.IV, Fig. VI-VII. 
36 The only photograph of Suppl. 122 is in Evangelidis, op.cit. 53. For additional bibliography on this 

stone, see Hodot "Notes critiques" 59. 
37 I should like to thank the following persons: Mr.Ilias Tsirivakos, Ephor of Antiquities for Lesbos; 

Emeritus Prof.Leslie F.Smith (Oklahoma); Dr.J.J.Coulton (Ashmolean Museum); Prof.René Hodot (Nancy 
II); and Mr. Procopios D.Karagatslis (Athens). Although these individuals are in no way responsible for any 
errors in this paper, it would never have been completed without their assistance. Finally, this research was 
made possible by a Summer Fellowship awarded by the College of Arts and Science, University of 
Oklahoma. 



TAFEL IV

Inschriftfragmente IG XII 2,10 + Suppl.



TAFEL V

a) IG XII 2, 11 Suppl. Seite A; b) IG XII 2, 11 Suppl. Seite B; c) IG XII 2, 14 + Suppl.

a) b)

c)


